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Entries may be fiction, drama or

poetry

Be appropriate in style and content

for readers from middle to upper

primary years

Ages 7 - 12 years

THE SHORTLIST ...



Aster's good, right

things

by Kate Gordon

Publisher: Riveted Press

Worse things 

by Sally Murphy

(illus. Sarah Davis) 

Publisher: Walker Books

Australia

Bindi  

by Kirli Saunders

(illus. by Dub Leffler) 

Publisher: Magabala

Books

We are wolves

by Katrinna Nannested 

Publisher: HarperCollins

The book of chance by

Sue Whiting

Publisher: Walker Books

Australia

The stolen prince of

Cloudburst

by Jaclyn Moriarty

(illus. by Kelly Canby)

Publisher: Allen & Unwin

TITLES, AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS

2021 SHORTLIST



Contemporary, island
setting (Tassie?), mental
health/anxiety disorder,

upper primary/lower
secondary.

WW2, set in Germany, war,
 survival, 10 years +

 Contemporary, set in
Wollongong, social media,
family & friendships, truth

& lies



 Contemporary, sports, 
10 years +, verse novel

 Contemporary,  indigenous author
& character, climate /bush fires

  10 years +, verse novel

  Fantasy, third novel in the
Kingdoms and Empires series, 

  10 - 14 years



IDEAS FOR
PROMOTING
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CATEGORY



ANAGRAMS OF BOOK TITLES
Anagrams might work well on social media, especially Instagram. 

There are several online anagram generating websites.

Here's one that gives plenty of anagrams for any title or phrase you

input:

I, rearrangement servant 
(which is an anagram for Internet Anagram Server...)

  

https://new.wordsmith.org/anagram/anagram.cgi?

anagram=Aster%27s+good+right+things&t=500&a=n

Anagram generators will give you loads of results, so search through the

results and select something that will be suitable/appropriate for the age

group, and hopefully something they will be able to solve.

https://wordsmith.org/anagram/
https://wordsmith.org/anagram/
https://new.wordsmith.org/anagram/anagram.cgi?anagram=Aster%27s+good+right+things&t=500&a=n


If anagrams seem a bit hard to solve, 

you can always offer a clue.

So, to help solve this anagram ...

Stingers Who

... give a clue about the book's characters or setting.

The clue for the above anagram is: 

 

"It seems they have nothing in common except sport."

The solution to the anagram ....?



WORSE
THINGS 

 
(BY SALLY MURPHY)



 There are also some advanced features 

at the anagram generating website.

 

I, rearrangement servant 

 

 
 

Fine tuning results

Animating results

 

 

Let's take a quick look!
 

https://wordsmith.org/anagram/
https://wordsmith.org/anagram/


 Anagrams could also be used in an old-fashioned, analogue way.

 

Print out an activity sheet with anagrams, related clues

and the solutions in small print upside down at the bottom of

the page or overleaf.

 
 
 

 



 

 

I've used a website called Jigsaw Explorer.

On the home page scroll down and you'll find a link

 

Create a custom puzzle and share it or add it to your own website 
 

 

CREATE AN ONLINE JIGSAW
PUZZLE OF A BOOK COVER

https://www.jigsawexplorer.com/
https://www.jigsawexplorer.com/create-a-custom-jigsaw-puzzle/


I've used images of book covers 

directly from the CBCA website.

 

You can choose a background colour, 

and the end user  

can customise the number of pieces for the puzzle.

 

Make sure you give credit to the author, illustrator and publisher, there is the option

to do this when you are creating the online puzzle, underneath where you add the

URL for the image.
 



Thank you!


